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National Geographic takes you on a photographic tour of the worldâ€™s most spectacular

destinations, inspiring tangible ideas for your next trip. Hundreds of the most breathtaking

localesâ€”both natural and man-madeâ€”are illustrated with vivid images taken by the organization's

world-class photographers. These images, coupled with evocative text, feature a plethora of visual

wonders: ancient monoliths, scenic islands, stunning artwork, electric cityscapes, white-sand

seashores, rain forests, ancient cobbled streets, and both classic and innovative architecture.

Loaded with hard service information for each location, Destinations of a Lifetime has it all: when to

go, where to eat, where to stay, and what to do to ensure the most enriching and authentic

experience.
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I bought this for my 90 year old father who has dementia. He loves looking and reading through it

and has so far gotten hours of enjoyment from it. This book is beautiful and being National

Geographic you know it is quality. I would recommend this book for seniors to engage their minds

and interest. Father has taken to sitting it on his bed at night so he can glance at it.

This is not one of my favorite NGS books, but it will be for many readers. I prefer the books that are

comprised of out-of-this-world photographs. This book is a guide for would-be tourists. The book

opens with a double-page spread of a world map with the destinations shown in the book marked

on the map by category. It's perfect for people who have seen pictures of exotic locales who have

the time and money to go visit those quaint locations. Each location has descriptive text and a few



outstanding NGS photographs taken at each of those locations. This book will a must for many

tourists. It's kind of nice having the geographical locations pointed out in one coffee table book. Its

the kind of book that will be accompanied by a tourists handbook of places to see, stay and eat. I

still have my ancient, dogeared copy of "Europe on $5 A Day." It was a perfect travel guide for its

era. I actually spent six weeks traveling around Europe for under $5 per day. Of course, that price

really didn't include airline fares and required a Euro-Train Pass and many nights sleeping on bunk

beds or cots in dormitories in hostiles.This book does include a NGS photograph of the most

famous sites in the 225 locations described and shown. That will keep the tourist from missing the

main attraction of that piece of world geography.

Purchased as a gift for my nephew. The photography is stunning and the book was a hit with a

school age boy with aspirations to travel the world someday. You know you've found a winner when

a kid spends Christmas with his face in a book.

This is a perfect "coffee table" book if you are looking for one. A large and beautifully illustrated

collection that is guaranteed to make you start adding destinations to your bucket list as you turn the

pages.

just a glorious book. these are the professional travel photos taken by the EXPERT NG

photographers. now, if you are not interested in travel, buy it anyway and enjoy the pics of beautiful

places. here are the proÃ¢Â€Â™s for ANYONE TO INVEST in this bookPLACES YOU NEVER

HEARD OF DESCRIBEDquality thick paper beautiful coverthe book itself has the same coverpages

are thick quality glorious colorcolor photos cover the whole page and have descriptionsWARNING:

you might become a traveler after getting this book that has places that you probably never heard

ofIF YOU ARE A TRAVELER here are the proÃ¢Â€Â™s for buying this book.all of the above PLUS5

major sections: nature unbound, hand of man, sea and shore, mountain majesty, town and

countryworld mapwhen to go, planning and websites for each place described called

TRAVELERÃ¢Â€Â™S NOTEBOOKdescriptions by the NG photographer of the 5 WÃ¢Â€Â™s for

taking the photosa little box called UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES and another section

throughout the book called MORE TOP PLACES with short descriptions of similar placesCON:pretty

good index-basic though

Fantastic coffee table book !! The pictures are stunning, and the information is really interesting. If



you're thinking about going on an incredible trip or two, or even just want to learn more about some

of the most amazing places on the planet, I highly recommend this book.

Lovely big book with wonderful pictures but a little too big to be practical to carry or travel with. It's

more for coffee table! It has added new bucket list destinations and new pins for dream trips on my

travel map! Take your travel dreams international or relish in the pictures. It's a real delight. It was

Christmas gift for my husband and he loved it.

Excellent quality - Full Color
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